Conditional Reasoning
• “To get into Yale Law School, one must take the
LSAT.”
• YLSàLSAT
• LSAT à YLS is a bad reversal
• ~LSATà~YLS is a bad negation
• ~LSATà~YLS is the contrapositive (which is good!)
• (In the video, I put a slash through a statement to
negate it. In the workbook, I use the tilda (~) to
negate a statement.)

Conditional Reasoning
• “To get into Yale Law School, one must take the LSAT.”
• “All those who attend Yale Law School have taken the
LSAT.”
• “Only those who have taken the LSAT may attend Yale
Law School.”
• “One cannot go to Yale Law School unless one takes the
LSAT.”
• All of the above statement are logically equivalent, and
can be diagrammed thus:
• YLS à LSAT

Conditional Reasoning: sufficient
condition words
• Words that introduce sufficient conditions:
All
Every
Any
“People who”
If
When

Conditional Reasoning: necessary
condition words
• Words that introduce necessary conditions:
Only (or “Only if”)
Must
Depends
Always
Requires
Needs

Conditional Reasoning: “no”
statements
• “No man is a fish”
• Mà~F
• Contrapositive: Fà~M (No fish is a man)
• A “no” statement has a positive sufficient condition
and a negated necessary condition.

Conditional Reasoning: “unless”
statements
• “You cannot go to Yale Law School unless you take the
LSAT”
• YLSàLSAT
• Contrapositive: ~LSATà~YLS
• “Unless”: what the “unless” refers to, make the
necessary condition. Negate the sufficient condition. If
the condition is already negative (“cannot go Yale Law
School”), it becomes positive in the diagram.
• The same applies to “except” and “without”

Conditional Reasoning: “if and
only if”
• “You can go to the party if you do your LSAT
homework.”
• LHWàP
• “You can go to the party only if you do your LSAT
homework.”
• PàLHW
• “You can go to the party if and only if you do your LSAT
homework.”
• P<--->LHW

Conditional Reasoning
• Here is another argument that involves conditional
reasoning (this argument is not in the video).
• All cougars are fast.
Lexy is a cougar.
Therefore, Lexy is fast.
If we accept the truth of the premises, this is a valid, or
perfect, argument. We could diagram the argument
this way:
CàF
L: C
____
L: F

Conditional Reasoning
• "All" is a word that introduces a sufficient condition
- a sufficient condition is one that is "enough" to
know something else. In this case, an animal being
a cougar is sufficient, it is enough to know that this
animal is fast. When diagramming a statement, we
put the sufficient condition on the left side of the
arrow, because this condition leads to, or implies,
the condition on the right, the necessary condition.
Being fast is a necessary, or required, condition of
being a cougar. Now consider this argument.

Conditional Reasoning
• All cougars are fast.
Lexy is fast.
Therefore, Lexy is a cougar.
This is a flawed argument, because it reverses sufficient
and necessary conditions. (Remember answer choice
A, the correct answer choice from the previous
question? If we were asked to describe the flaw in the
argument above, answer choice A would be correct
here as well.) Just because Lexy is fast, she could be
many things besides a cougar: she could be a cheetah,
a sports car, a marathon runner, or any number of
other fast entities. It would be legitimate to conclude
that Lexy might be a cougar, but it is flawed to conclude
that she is one.

June 2007, Sec II, #23
• Now let’s discuss more deeply one of the most
vexing topics for LSAT students, sufficient and
necessary conditions. To get started, let’s look at
another difficult question from the June 2007 test,
#23 in section II.

June 2007, Sec II, #23
• The argument deals with morality, and measures actions'
morality by how they increase or decrease the "aggregate
well-being of people affected" by them. In other words,
actions are moral or immoral depending on how happy or
unhappy they make most people. Many students will find
the language in this argument difficult, but with enough
LSAT practice, you will start to become more comfortable
with philosophical jargon such as this.
• This kind of thinking about morality is called “utilitarianism.”
You can find out more about it here:
http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/utilitarianism-history/

June 2007, Sec II, #23
• This argument also contains sufficient and necessary
conditions. These conditions, which are part of
conditional reasoning, are extremely common in this
question type, Sufficient Assumption
questions. Sufficient Assumption questions require
that you make the argument perfect. The question asks
us for an answer choice that will make the conclusion
"follow logically"; in other words, make the argument
logically valid. An answer choice that simply makes the
argument better, but not complete, will be
wrong. Questions like this often contain conditional
reasoning arguments, because such arguments (unlike
most arguments, even very reasonable ones) can be
made perfect:

June 2007, Sec II, #23
• The first sentence of the argument can be diagrammed thus:
IAWàMR
The keyword "if," like "all," introduces a sufficient condition.
"EIW" stands for "Expected to Increase Well-being." "MR" stands
for "Morally Right." Try to keep your abbreviations brief. Your
diagram will be very sloppy if you diagram the first sentence
REIAWPAàMR
"REIAWPA" stands for "Reasonably Expected to Increase the
Aggregate Well-being of People Affected." While more complete
than the abbreviation above, it is awkward, and counterproductive. The purpose of diagramming is to take a superficially
complicated argument and reduce to a simple logical structure - if
the diagram is just as, or more, complicated than the argument
itself, the diagram will not work to your advantage.

June 2007, Sec II, #23
• The second sentence of the argument features the
expression "if and only if."
"If" introduces a sufficient condition, "only if"
introduces a necessary condition. So, "if and only
if" introduces conditions that are BOTH sufficient
and necessary for each other, so we can diagram
the second sentence thus:
• RAW<---> MW

June 2007, Sec II, #23
• If an action is morally wrong, it reduces the aggregate
well-being of people, and vice versa. If an action does
not reduce the aggregate well-being of people, it is not
morally wrong, and vice versa.
So we have two principles, one that gives us a sufficient
condition for a morally right action, and another that
gives us a sufficient AND necessary condition for a
morally wrong action. Now let's look at the conclusion:
Thus, actions that would be reasonably expected to
leave unchanged the aggregate well-being of the
people affected by them are also right.

June 2007, Sec II, #23
• The conclusion talks about a certain kind of action that
is morally right: an action that leaves the aggregate
well-being unchanged. We have no explicit principles
about actions that leave the total well-being the same;
but, we have principles about increasing and reducing
total well-being, and we know that leaving the total
well-being the same is NOT increasing it, nor is it
reducing it. We can diagram the conclusion like this:
UAWàMR
Leaving the aggregate well-being unchanged (UAW) is
also not increasing aggregate well-being (~IAW) and
not reducing aggregate well-bring (~RAW).

June 2007, Sec II, #23
• We want to say that leaving total well-being unchanged is morally
right, so the first premise (IAWàMR) at first might appear
helpful. But in fact, this principle is completely useless. With UAW,
we have the negation of the sufficient condition, which tells us
nothing.
Consider this argument:
All cougars are fast.
Lexy is not a cougar.
Therefore, Lexy is not fast.
Having the negative of the sufficient condition does NOT imply
the negative of the necessary. Just because Lexy is not a cougar,
doesn't mean she cannot be fast. To think so would be a similar
flaw to that described in Question 25, answer choice A.

June 2007, Sec II, #23
• Now let's look at the second principle.
MW<--->RAW
We know that leaving total well-being unchanged is also not
reducing it. We know from the diagram above that an action that
does not reduce well-being is not morally wrong. So, the evidence
tells us that leaving the total well-being unchanged is not morally
wrong (~MR). The conclusion we need to prove is that leaving
total well-being unchanged is morally right.
We can therefore predict that the answer choice will be:
~MWàMR
A quick glance at the answer choices reveals that C is exactly this
("any" introduces a sufficient condition).

June 2007, Sec II, #23
• For this question, we spent a great deal of time
analyzing the argument; such analysis, however,
allowed us to quickly spot the correct answer
choice. This is the best way to tackle any question
that involves diagramming, and many of those
questions will be Sufficient Assumption Questions.
Now let’s look some more at contrapositives.

“Or”/”And” in the Contrapositive
• “To go to Yale Law School, you must take the LSAT
and have a bachelor’s degree.”
• YLSà LSAT + BD
• Contrapositive: ~LSAT or ~BD à ~YLS
• When taking a contrpositive, “or” always becomes
“and”, and “and” always becomes “or”.

“Or”/”And” in the Contrapositive
• “If you become a doctor or a lawyer, your parents will
be happy.”
D or L à PH
If you were both a doctor and lawyer, your parents
would probably be very happy. “Or” implies the
possibility of both, unless the logic dictates otherwise.
• “If we do not work hard, we will be neither rich nor
happy.”
• ~WHà~R + ~H
• Contrapositive: R or H à WH

June 2007, Section III, #22
• The first sentence begins with the word "if." Right away,
we should be thinking that this question is a very good
candidate for diagramming. In the second sentence,
there is an "either...or" statement. In the last sentence,
we see the phrase "only if,” which we know introduces
a necessary condition. If we have any doubts about
diagramming this question, the question stem should
put those doubts to rest: it asks for a statement that
"follows logically", i.e., a statement that "must be true",
which is another way of asking for a statement that is a
necessary condition of the stimulus. So diagramming
this question will certainly be to our benefit.

June 2007, Section III, #22
• If introduces the sufficient condition, so we can
diagram it thus:
PCI (Price coffee increases) à SIP (Store will
increase prices)
Be careful not to diagram the first sentence
PI à PI, because we would have two PIs in our
diagram and that would be needlessly confusing.

June 2007, Section III, #22
• The second sentence starts with "in that case". "That
case" clearly refers to the store increasing its price
(SIP), and prepositional phrases like this often
introduce sufficient conditions. So this second sentence
can be diagrammed
SIP à SNP (Sell non-coffee products) or CSD (Coffee
sales decrease)
In the third sentence, "will" tells us that a "decrease in
overall profitability" is a necessary result of selling noncoffee products (SNP), so we can diagram it
SNP à DOP

June 2007, Section III, #22
• In the last sentence, we have "only if", which we know
introduces a necessary condition, so might diagram it
like this:
• AVP (Avoid decrease in profitability) ----> ~CSD (Coffee
sales do not decease.
But to do so would actually be, if you'll forgive the pun,
non-profitable for us. Diagrams are useful only if we
can make sufficient/necessary chains from them. If we
diagram "avoid decrease in profitability" as “AVP,” that
prevents us from connecting it to the “DOP” above. It's
much better to diagram “AVP” as “~DOP”.

June 2007, Section III, #22
• So we have this:
PCI ---> SIP
SIP ---> SNP or CSD
SNP ---> DOP
~DOP ----> ~CSD
We can make this chain: PCI ---> SIP --- > SNP --->
DOP

June 2007, Section III, #22
• It looks like we cannot connect the last statement.
But if we take its contrapositive we get this:
CSD à DOP
and we have connected every statement in a full
chain:
• PCI à SIP à CSD or SNP à DOP
now that we have every statement connected in a
chain, let's take the contrapositive of the entire
chain.

June 2007, Section III, #22
• So the contrapositive of the whole chain is
• ~DOP à~CSD
and à ~SIP à ~PCI

• ~DOP à ~SNP
• The original chain was
CSD à DOP

• PCI à SIP à or
SNP à DOP

June 2007, Section III, #22
• Each of these chains are COMPLETELY logically
equivalent. And, we know that, because we are
searching for an answer choice that “follows
logically” from the passage, and because these
chains contain every logical statement in the
passage, the answer must be at least part, if not
the whole, of one of these chains. Let’s now take a
look at the answer choices .

June 2007, Section III, #22
• A) is an bad reversal of the original chain, or we could
say it’s a bad negation of the contrapositive chain
• B) Another bad reversal
• C) Is implied by our chains, so it is correct
• D) mentions the price of coffee beans decreasing, but
remember ~PCI does not equal the price decreasing.
~PCI could be true and the price could stay the same.
• E) Can be diagrammed thus: ~PCI à CSI, but sales
increasing was not a possibility in the passage.
Remember to be careful with your negations. The
opposite of sales decreasing is not sales increasing.
Sales could stay unchanged.

Review of Lesson 2
• Well, that was a lot of work for just 5 questions. But
remember, these were five of the hardest logical
reasoning questions on the June 2007 exam. The
point of this lesson was to show that even the
hardest questions can be broken down and
explained simply, or, in some cases, reduced to
their logical essence through sufficient/necessary
diagramming.

Review of Lesson 2
• Before next class, you should the exercises at the end of
the lesson.
• Often I hear students complain about diagramming:
“I’m terrible at this, and you only pointed out three
examples from the LR sections. I could have probably
gotten one, maybe two of these without diagramming.
Can I avoid diagramming on the LSAT?” Answer: “Just
because something is difficult, do not be dissuaded
from doing it and you should practice these techniques.
It is true, however, that you can survive on the LR
without diagramming. But it is absolutely necessary for
the Logic Games. Which we will cover in Lesson 3. Till
then good luck.

Review of Lesson 2
• Quick recap:
• Correlation vs. causation flaw
• Expert opinion flaw
• Sufficent/Necessary flaw
• “If,” “all,” “any,” “when,” “every,” “people who,”
introduce sufficient conditions
• “Only if”, “depends,” “requires,” “must,” “needs,”
introduce necessary conditions

Review of Lesson 2
• When doing contrapositives, “and” becomes “or”
and “or” becomes “and”
• Sufficient/Necessary conditional diagramming is
common on Inference, Sufficient Assumption, Flaw,
and the dreaded Parallel Reasoning questions,
which we shall see in Lesson 13.

Diagramming exercises: diagram
these and give the contrapositive
• Only members of the club may enter
• You cannot be a salesman unless you have a good
smile.
• The city will fall if it runs out of food.
• People who smile are happy.
• In order to pass the test, you must study hard.
• No men may join the knitting group.

Diagramming exercises: answers
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Only members of the club may enter:
EàMC
~MCà~E
You cannot be a salesman unless you have a good
smile.
SàGS
~GSà~S
The city will fall if it runs out of food.
ROFàCF
~CFà~ROF

Diagramming exercises: answers
• People who smile are happy.
• SàH
• ~Hà~S
• In order to pass the test, you must study hard.
• PTàSH
• ~SHà~PT
• No men may join the knitting group.
• Mà~JKG
• JKGà~M

